What are rocks made of? Minerals
What are minerals? Minstals are solids that form naturally. They are not plants or animals. Minerals make a rock look and feel the way it does.

What are two properties of minerals? Hardness and color

How do we test rocks for hardness? Scratch rocks

Which is harder, quartz or rock salt? Quartz

How do you see the true color of minerals? Break rocks—rub on tile (streak test)

Name two minerals and their uses:

Graphite for pencils
Diamonds for drilling or cutting
Quartz for clocks to keep accurate time
Clay for pottery

How do rocks change? Explain how one process changes rock.
Processes: Rain, wind, ice and chemical weathering

How do rocks form?
Explain and draw each process
Igneous - volcano
Sedimentary - pieces of rocks and minerals stuck together
Metamorphic - heat and pressure change other rocks
Name two interesting rock formations
Sea Arch
Grand Canyon

Tell three interesting facts about rocks.

Arches, Cabo San Lucas